
FIRE REINVENTED.

Worldwide patents pending. Bison and Airlighter are trademarks of Infora, LLC.  All rights reserved.

Great For:



Incorporates patented F3 
technology (flame, fan, fire)

- Start your fire in seconds

- Be ready to cook in about
  5 minutes

Cleaner for your food and 
the environment

- No need for lighter fluid or
  chemical starters

- Dramatically reduces the
  need for ozone depleting
  lighter fluid

CPSC compliant to avoid 
accidental ignition  

- Safe to light; eliminates
  lighter fluid accidents

- Safe for the family;
  remains cool and
  incorporates child resistant
  controls

ADVANTAGES:

The Airlighter has been developed from the ground up to meet the challenge 
of fast, safe and portable fire lighting.  First, a long-reaching flame provides 
2,600° F at the touch of a button. The adjustable grip and long barrel allow 
you to safely get the flame where you need it in any grill, fireplace or firepit. 
Add to that an efficient fire-propagating fan, and the Airlighter represents the 
fastest cold-to-cooking time of any available consumer product. And it’s fully 
portable so you won’t be looking for an extension cord and an outlet. For 
good measure, we added an integrated flashlight and even a bottle opener to 
make sure that it becomes your favorite tool.

- Airlighter.  Model: BA001
- USB charging cable
- 2 year warranty upon registration
- UPC: 817734010249

- Airlighter Fuel (1.5 fl. oz.)  Model: BAF0015
- Chef grade, non-clogging butane
- Refills Airlighter 3-4 times per can
- Packed 12 cans per case
- UPC: 817734010300

- 7’ banner stands
- Inclusion in the store locator
- Product video and high res images
- New materials under development
- Download images at www.airlighter.com

- 15 minutes of burn time per refill
- 30 minutes of fan time per recharge
- CPSC compliant child safety locks
- Unit Weight: 1.7 lbs
- Retail box dimensions: 22.75” x 5.75” x 6”

- 6 units per case
- Case weight: 20 lbs
- Case dimensions: 24" x 16" x 13"

In The Box

Sold Separately
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